Introduction
Film balances are widely used to study the physical and chemical properties of monomolecular films of surface-active substances, such as lipids and proteins at the gas-liquid interface. Usually film balances measure the two-dimensional surface pressure, l-I, as a function of the molecular area, A, at constant temperature (I-I-A isotherm). Some further developments and modifications of film balances have recently been announced [1] [2] [3] [4] The system is presently being used for the investigation of protein monolayers.
Conclusion
The microprocessor control unit is a powerful low-cost supplement to a conventional film balance. It offers flexible control of film balance experiments and allows individual data analysis. The spreading device enables a precise delivery of spreading solutions to the surface. By proper combination and modification of the programs the user is able to adapt the control of film balance and spreading device to experimental conditions in an optimal way.
With few modifications the control unit can be connected to other film balances. (Programs and electronic circuit diagrams are available from the authors on request.) The film balance and spreading device combination can be used for parallel control of other instruments which investigate surfaces--such as surface potential meters or preparative devices for handling multilayers. 
